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Abstract

AI-generated text detection has attracted in-001
creasing attention as powerful language mod-002
els approach human-level generation. Lim-003
ited work is devoted to detecting (partially) AI-004
paraphrased texts. However, AI paraphrasing is005
commonly employed in various application sce-006
narios for text refinement and diversity. To this007
end, we propose a novel detection framework,008
paraphrased text span detection (PTD), aiming009
to identify paraphrased text spans within a text.010
Different from text-level detection, PTD takes011
in the full text and assigns each of the sentences012
with a score indicating the paraphrasing degree.013
We construct a dedicated dataset, PASTED,014
for paraphrased text span detection. Both015
in-distribution and out-of-distribution results016
demonstrate the effectiveness of PTD models in017
identifying AI-paraphrased text spans. Statisti-018
cal and model analysis explains the crucial role019
of the surrounding context of the paraphrased020
text spans. Extensive experiments show that021
PTD models can generalize to versatile para-022
phrasing prompts and multiple paraphrased text023
spans.024

1 Introduction025

Recent advances in large language models (LLMs)026

(Touvron et al., 2023; Brown et al., 2020; OpenAI,027

2023b) have raised concerns about potential mis-028

use, including student plagiarism and the spread029

of fake news (Mitchell et al., 2023). A line of030

work (OpenAI, 2023a; Li et al., 2023b; Mitchell031

et al., 2023; Yang et al., 2023b) focuses on AI-032

generated text detection, which assigns a label of033

“human-written” or “machine-generated” to a text.034

In addition to pristine AI-generated texts, AI para-035

phrasing is frequently utilized to polish writings or036

enhance textual diversity. However, there is limited037

research on fine-grained detection of texts partially038

paraphrased or polished by AI. Despite utilizing039

human-written texts as a base, AI paraphrasing can040
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… Experts in several countries are agreed that humans 
must always be able to challenge AI actions, … 
There is no official AI regulation in the UK yet, 
but the government says issues about its activity 
should be folded into the work of existing regulators. 
I decided to try to put things right.

Human-authored: 0.7 AI-authored: 0.3

… Experts worldwide agree that it is crucial for 
humans to retain the ability to challenge AI actions, … 
Currently, the UK lacks official AI regulation. 
However, the government suggests integrating conce
-rns regarding AI activity into the responsibilities of 
existing regulatory bodies. 
I decided to try to put things right.

Paraphrased Text-spans

Figure 1: A comparison between AI-generated text de-
tection and paraphrased text span detection, which iden-
tifies paraphrased text spans with paraphrasing degree
informed, i.e., darker colors denote larger differences
between the original and paraphrased text spans.

also suffer from AI-generation issues such as hal- 041

lucination (Ji et al., 2023) and bias (Navigli et al., 042

2023), posing significant challenges to achieving 043

trustworthy AI. For example, strict censorship of 044

AI paraphrasing should be implemented in educa- 045

tion to ensure factual and harmless content. 046

To this end, we propose a new task called para- 047

phrased text span detection (PTD). PTD predicts a 048

score for each sentence within a long text, identify- 049

ing AI paraphrased spans comprising consecutive 050

sentences. The sentence-level score also reflects 051

the degree to which the paraphrased text deviates 052

from the original text, i.e., paraphrasing degree, 053

as shown in Figure 1. Since there is no existing 054

data for training such a detection system, we as- 055

semble a dataset called PASTED (paraphrased text 056

span detection dataset), including original texts and 057

corresponding paraphrased texts. We obtain these 058

paraphrases by paraphrasing parts of the original 059

texts while keeping other sections intact. The origi- 060

nal texts encompass not only human-written com- 061

positions but also machine-generated texts. Our 062

goal is for a model trained on our dataset to de- 063

tect AI-paraphrased texts from new domains and 064

unseen models. To achieve this, we construct an 065
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additional generalization testset to evaluate out-of-066

distribution (OOD) performance, where texts are067

paraphrased by a novel paraphraser with different068

prompts.069

The PTD approach is based on the observation070

that AI-paraphrased text exhibits distinct writing071

patterns compared to both the original text and072

its surrounding context. This observation is sup-073

ported by statistical findings and model analysis.074

Formally, a PTD model encodes the full text and075

assigns a sequence of labels (classification model)076

or scores (regression model) to all sentences in the077

text. For classification, the labels indicate whether078

a sentence is paraphrased or not. For regression, the079

scores quantify the degree of paraphrasing by cal-080

culating the difference between each paraphrased081

sentence and its aligned original text span. To con-082

struct reference scores, a dedicated algorithm is083

devised for aligning paraphrasing pairs.084

In-distribution performance shows that all meth-085

ods effectively distinguish paraphrased text spans,086

with AUROC exceeding 0.95. While the classifica-087

tion model achieves higher detection accuracy, re-088

gression models provide more accurate predictions089

of the degree of paraphrasing, aligning with OOD090

performance. The aggregate regression model,091

which considers all types of divergences, achieves092

the best overall performance. Identifying context-093

aware paraphrases poses greater difficulty. On the094

other hand, models obtain better performance on095

texts with more paraphrased sentences. Results096

from the generalization testset demonstrate that all097

methods can generalize to OOD texts and various098

paraphrasing prompts despite a performance de-099

crease compared with ID.100

Analysis reveals that while paraphrased text101

displays distinct writing patterns, the surround-102

ing context in the original text significantly plays103

a crucial role in model detection. Empirical re-104

sults demonstrate that all models can generalize105

to texts with multiple paraphrased spans, despite106

being trained on texts with only one paraphrased107

span. Moreover, our PTD models can robustly108

resist minor-perturbed texts that should not be re-109

garded as paraphrases, resulting in few misclassifi-110

cations. Lastly, we demonstrate the effectiveness111

of our PTD model in defending against paraphras-112

ing attacks and protecting traditional AI-generation113

detection systems. The data and code are available114

at https://anonymous.com.115

2 Related Work 116

AI-generated text (AI-generation) detection has 117

received increasing attention. Li et al. (2023b); 118

Chakraborty et al. (2023) systematically discuss 119

the differentiability of AI texts. Various features 120

are explored for detetcion, including n-gram fea- 121

tures (Badaskar et al., 2008), entropy (Lavergne 122

et al., 2008; Gehrmann et al., 2019), perplex- 123

ity (Beresneva, 2016) and model-wise features (Li 124

et al., 2023a). A more direct method involves train- 125

ing neural classifers (Bakhtin et al., 2019; Fagni 126

et al., 2021; Uchendu et al., 2020; OpenAI, 2023a; 127

Li et al., 2023b). Adversarial learning is utilized 128

for robustly detecting AI generations (Hu et al., 129

2023; Koike et al., 2023b). Another approach pro- 130

poses training-free methods for detecting AI gen- 131

eration. Methods by Mitchell et al. (2023); Bao 132

et al. (2023) utilize negative curvature regions in 133

the log probability of a model to identify machine- 134

generated text. Additionally, Yang et al. (2023b) 135

compare n-gram features between human-written 136

and AI-generated continuations of text. Different 137

from text-level detection, we propose a more fine- 138

grained approach that identifies paraphrased sen- 139

tences within a larger body of text. Sentence-level 140

AI-generation detection proposed by Wang et al. 141

(2023) constructs data by breaking long genera- 142

tions into sentences and trains sequence labeling 143

models accordingly. In contrast, we propose detect- 144

ing paraphrased spans, which can consist of one 145

or multiple sentences within longer texts, focus- 146

ing on the distinct paraphrasing patterns compared 147

with the original text and the surrounding context. 148

Sadasivan et al. (2023) propose that AI-generation 149

detection can be vulnerable against paraphrasing 150

attacks. Tripto et al. (2023) discuss the authorship 151

of AI-paraphrased texts. Krishna et al. (2023) uti- 152

lize retrieval to assist detectors to defend against 153

paraphrasing attacks, while Yang et al. (2023a) con- 154

struct a dedicated dataset with ChatGPT polished 155

texts to increase detection robustness. In contrast, 156

we present a novel framework that identifies AI- 157

paraphrased text spans within a given text and re- 158

flects the degree of paraphrasing for each sentence. 159

3 Problem Definition 160

3.1 AI-generated Text Detection 161

Given a text sequence x, the AI-generated text de- 162

tection model predicts a label y of “human-written” 163

or “machine-generated” based on a probability dis- 164

tribution: p(y|x). 165
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3.2 Paraphrased Text Span Detection166

A piece of text x can be segmented into a series of167

sentences: {s1, s2, · · · , sn}. A Paraphrased Text168

Span Detection (PTD) model is optimized to pre-169

dict a sequence of binary labels {c1, c2, · · · , cn} or170

continuous scores {r1, r2, · · · , rn} for these sen-171

tences, identifying whether each sentence si has172

been paraphrased by an AI model given the full173

text x. For each sentence si within the text x, the174

PTD model is tasked with either: (1) Producing175

a probability distribution p(ci|x, i) over binary la-176

bels, where ci indicates whether the sentence si177

is paraphrased; (2) Outputing a continuous score178

e(x, i) that represents the extent of paraphrasing for179

the sentence si. In addition to detection, the model180

is expected to provide insights into the degree of181

deviation of the paraphrased text from the original182

text, quantifying changes in meaning, structure, or183

other linguistic features that signify paraphrasing.184

4 Dataset Construction185

In general, PASTED consists of in-distribution186

training, validation and test sets, along with a gen-187

eralization testset. We first randomly collect 10%188

of the original texts from the AI-generation de-189

tection dataset (Li et al., 2023b) to collect origi-190

nal texts which encompasses various writing tasks191

and large language models. The original texts192

can be either authored by humans or AI, both of193

which have practical applications. Paraphrasing194

human-authored compositions can infringe upon195

composition copyright, while effective paraphras-196

ing can help machine-generated news evade detec-197

tion. We consider two paraphrasing styles: context-198

agnostic paraphrasing and context-aware para-199

phrasing. Context-agnostic paraphrasing modifies200

texts without considering the surrounding context201

and is more commonly used. Context-aware para-202

phrasing considers the context, bringing larger chal-203

lenges to detection, as the paraphrases are more204

coherent and consistent with the context.205

In-distribution Data. To simulate real-world206

scenarios, we employ a sampling process that ran-207

domly paraphrases a text-span of several consecu-208

tive sentences in the original text. The selected text209

span consists of 1 to 10 sentences. For context-210

agnostic paraphrasing, we use a powerful com-211

mercial LLM (ChatGPT (Brown et al., 2020)) to212

construct paraphrases given the independent can-213

didate text span without considering the context.214

For context-aware paraphrasing, we consider Dip- 215

per (Krishna et al., 2023), an 11B model which 216

supports paraphrasing conditioned on the surround- 217

ing context. We present several data cases in 218

Appendix C. We conduct paraphrasing on both 219

human and machine texts and collect 83,089 in- 220

stances (28,473 original texts and 54,616 para- 221

phrased texts) after text pre-processing and filtering. 222

We split the data into train/validation/test sets, with 223

an 80%/10%/10% partition. Detailed data statistics 224

can be referred to in Appendix B. 225

Generalization Testset. In addition to the in- 226

distribution testset, we construct an additional gen- 227

eralization testset where texts are paraphrased by 228

a novel LLM with different paraphrasing prompts. 229

We employ the same sampling process to gener- 230

ate paraphrases on the out-of-distribution testset 231

from Li et al. (2023b). Recent research (Koike 232

et al., 2023a; Kumarage et al., 2023; Lu et al., 233

2023) demonstrates that prompt engineering can 234

be employed to evade detection effectively. To this 235

end, we utilize an unseen paraphraser, GPT-4 (Ope- 236

nAI, 2023b), and explore various prompt variants 237

with increasingly complex instructions for gener- 238

ating elaborate paraphrases. The prompts used for 239

data construction are presented in Appendix D. Ul- 240

timately, our OOD evaluation comprises a total 241

of 9,372 instances (1,562 original texts and 7,810 242

paraphrased texts). 243

5 Method 244

A PTD model first decomposes the given text into 245

sentences and predicts a label or score for each 246

sentence based on the full text. 247

5.1 Sentence-level Classification 248

We treat each paraphrased sentence in the para- 249

phrased text span as “paraphrased” and others as 250

“original”, utilizing cross-entropy (CE) to optimize 251

the model. 252

LCE(θ) = −
n∑

i=1

[ci log(pθ(ci|x, i)) 253

+ (1− ci) log(1− pθ(ci|x, i))] (1) 254

where θ denotes the model parameters. 255

Limitations of Classification. A major issue of 256

classification arises from its assumption that all 257

paraphrased sentences are equally labeled as "para- 258

phrased", which can overlook the varying degrees 259
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of difference involved in paraphrasing. For in-260

stance, when given the sentence “I lost my keys261

yesterday”, the model receives the same label for262

both paraphrases “Yesterday I lost my keys” and263

“Yesterday my keys went missing”. However, the264

latter exhibits disparities with the original sentence265

in terms of word choices and syntax structure. This266

lack of calibration in predicted probabilities can267

reduce reliability and interpretability. Therefore,268

classification models are less resistant to minor text269

perturbations which should not be regarded as para-270

phrases (Section 9).271

5.2 Sentence-level Regression272

To this end, we propose span-level regression,273

which leverages various difference quantification274

metrics to inform to what extent each text span has275

been modified during paraphrasing. Instead of as-276

signing labels to sentences, our model is trained to277

predict a difference score ri. This score is calcu-278

lated using a difference scoring function f(si, ti),279

such as BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002). Here,280

ti represents the text span in the original text that281

aligns with the current paraphrased sentence si. For282

training on the original text in our dataset, ti simply283

refers to si itself. By computing difference scores284

for each sentence, we optimize our model using285

mean squared error loss:286

LMSE(θ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(f(si, ti)− eθ(x, i))
2 (2)287

Aligning Paraphrased Text Spans. Accurately288

aligning paraphrased sentences with the original289

text spans is necessary for reliable indication of the290

paraphrasing degree as regression labels. A major291

challenge arises when paraphrasing a text span con-292

taining consecutive sentences, which can result in a293

different number of sentences (41%/45%/14% ratio294

for fewer, equal, and more sentences in paraphrased295

text). Furthermore, some paraphrased texts involve296

reordering at the sentence level. We provide a case297

illustration in Appendix A. To this end, we pro-298

pose an alignment algorithm in light of sentence299

similarity (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) to align300

paraphrased sentences with their original counter-301

parts. Our approach involves greedily traversing302

each paraphrased sentence and identifying a span303

of consecutive original sentences that share a high304

semantic similarity. If no suitable span is found,305

we resort to finding the most semantically similar306

original sentence (Appendix A).307

Difference Quantification Function. We con- 308

sider a range of different functions to quantify the 309

paraphrasing degree. Given the aligned text span 310

pairs, the most straightforward metric is the lexi- 311

cal divergence between them, which can be mea- 312

sured using common similarity-based metrics, e.g., 313

BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002). To capture grammat- 314

ical divergence, we also consider the text similarity 315

score of the part-of-speech sequences. We subtract 316

the BLEU score from 1 to denote the divergence 317

score. For a more comprehensive measure of syn- 318

tactic divergence, we can calculate the tree edit 319

distance between syntax trees (Zhang and Shasha, 320

1989) at the third level (Bandel et al., 2022). To 321

normalize the tree edit distance, we divide it by 322

the maximum number of nodes in both trees. This 323

normalization results in a difference score rang- 324

ing from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates identical trees. 325

Finally, we can aggregate all these divergence met- 326

rics, which measure the paraphrasing degree from 327

different granularities and views. Specifically, we 328

train the regression model to fit a aggregate di- 329

vergence function encompassing a set of metrics 330

{f1, f2, . . . , fd}: 331

L̂MSE(θ) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

d∑
j=1

(fj(si, ti)− eθ(x, i)j)
2

(3) 332

The scores of each dimension are averaged as the 333

final aggregate score. 334

6 Experiment Setup 335

Settings. We tokenize text into sentences using 336

the NLTK sentence tokenizer (Bird et al., 2009). To 337

perform context-agnostic paraphrasing, we utilize 338

the GPT-3.5-Trubo API. For context-aware para- 339

phrasing with Dipper, we use the default setting 340

with lexical diversity set at 80 and order diver- 341

sity set at 60. For the generalization testset, we 342

use GPT4 API “gpt-4-1106-preview”. To mea- 343

sure sentence similarity in aligning paraphrased 344

sentences, we employ a sentence-transformers 345

model1 (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019). For 346

constructing regression labels, we obtain part-of- 347

speech tags and constituency parses using the 348

Stanza parser (Qi et al., 2020). We quantify lexical 349

and POS divergence using a 4-gram sentence-level 350

BLEU score and calculate tree edit distance with 351

the ZSS algorithm (Zhang and Shasha, 1989). Fol- 352

1https://huggingface.co/sentence-transformers/all-
MiniLM-L6-v2
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lowing Li et al. (2023b), we train classifiers and353

regression models based on Longformer (Beltagy354

et al., 2020) by adding a linear layer. All models are355

trained for 2 epochs on 1 V100 GPU with a batch356

size of 12. We used the Adam optimizer (Kingma357

and Ba, 2015) with a learning rate of 0.005 and set358

the dropout rate at 0.1. We use GPT-2 large (Rad-359

ford et al., 2019) to compute text perplexity for360

experiments in Secition 7 and Section 9.361

Evaluation Metrics. To assess the performance362

of paraphrased sentence detection, we utilize two363

metrics: AUROC (Area Under the Receiver Oper-364

ating Characteristic curve) and detection accuracy.365

AUROC measures a classifier’s capability to dif-366

ferentiate between positive and negative classes,367

with a value of 1.0 indicating perfect classification368

and 0.5 representing random guessing. Follow-369

ing Krishna et al. (2023), we fix the false positive370

rate (FPR) of 1% and adjust the decision bound-371

ary accordingly to report accuracy, ensuring that372

human-authored text is rarely classified as machine-373

generated. We denote this metric as Accuracy374

(FPR 1%). To assess the estimation accuracy of375

paraphrasing degree, we calculate the Pearson Cor-376

relation between model-predicted scores and ref-377

erence scores. For reference scores, we adopt the378

lexical diversity and syntactic diversity proposed by379

Bandel et al. (2022), quantifying lexical and syn-380

tactic diversity in generated paraphrases. A high381

correlation indicates that the model accurately pre-382

dicts differences between paraphrases and the corre-383

sponding original sentences, i.e., the paraphrasing384

degree. We denote these two correlation scores as385

Lexical Corr. and Syntactic Corr., respectively.386

For classification models, we utilize the prediction387

confidence of the classification model as a proxy388

for predicting paraphrasing degree.389

7 Understanding Paraphrased390

Compositions391

We statistically compare original texts and para-392

phrased texts to assess their distinguishability. Ini-393

tially, we examine whether paraphrases display dis-394

tinct word distributions. We randomly divide the395

dataset into two halves and calculate the Kullback-396

Leibler (KL) divergence of the top 100 word fre-397

quency distribution between original texts and para-398

phrased texts. We average results across five seeds399

to reduce randomness. The KL divergence between400

the original texts and partially paraphrased texts401

(0.0018) is significantly lower than that between402
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Figure 2: Perplexity distribution of the complete texts
and the exact text spans (original v.s. paraphrase).

the paraphrased text spans and the corresponding 403

original text spans (0.056). In other words, when 404

considering the full context, the distinct writing 405

pattern of paraphrasing can be overshadowed, em- 406

phasizing the necessity for fine-grained detection. 407

This finding is also evident in Figure 2, which 408

shows the perplexity distribution. The perplexity 409

distribution of paraphrased text closely aligns with 410

that of original text. Note that the original text can 411

either be sourced from human or machine, which 412

forms isolated perplexity distributions (Mitchell 413

et al., 2023; Li et al., 2023b). Nevertheless, the 414

perplexity of paraphrased text spans exhibits a dis- 415

tribution centered around a value of 12, indicating a 416

strong writing pattern regardless of the data source. 417

Therefore, sentence-level detection captures para- 418

phrasing patterns more precisely compared to text- 419

level detection. 420

We further compare the original and the para- 421

phrased text spans under different data sources 422

and paraphrasing methods. Results show that both 423

human-written and machine-generated sources 424

yield similar word distribution divergences (0.083 425

v.s. 0.052). However, context-agnostic paraphras- 426

ing results in a significantly different word distri- 427

bution than context-aware paraphrasing (0.22 v.s. 428

0.041), indicating that context-agnostic approaches 429

are more lexically diverse but may largely devi- 430

ate from the original style. Word clouds for both 431

paraphrasing methods are shown in Appendix E, 432

demonstrating the novel word distribution intro- 433

duced by context-agnostic paraphrasing. 434

8 Results 435

8.1 In-distribution Performance 436

The detection performance on random-split test- 437

sets is presented in the upper part of Table 1. We 438

consider two baselines: (1) Random which cal- 439

culates BLEU scores of the paraphrased sentence 440
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Model AUROC↑ Accuracy (FPR 1%)↑ Lexical Corr.↑ Syntactic Corr.↑

Random 0.50 0.00% 0.07 0.07
Oracle 1.00 100.00% 0.88 0.88

In-distribution Detection

Classification 0.97 69.27% 0.64 0.67
Regression (lexical) 0.97 64.04% 0.69 0.71
Regression (grammatical) 0.96 54.80% 0.70 0.72
Regression (syntactic) 0.96 47.45% 0.67 0.72
Regression (aggregate) 0.97 59.45% 0.70 0.72

Out-of-distribution Detection

Classification 0.94 47.21% 0.62 0.66
Regression (lexical) 0.94 42.57% 0.66 0.70
Regression (grammatical) 0.93 20.29% 0.66 0.69
Regression (syntactic) 0.90 9.63% 0.60 0.65
Regression (aggregate) 0.94 26.21% 0.66 0.70

Table 1: In-distribution (upper part) and out-of-distribution (lower part) detection performance of classification and
regression methods. Accuracy (FPR 1%) refers to the accuracy with a false positive rate maintained under 1%. The
lexical and syntactic correlation (Corr.) indicates the accuracy in predicting paraphrasing degree.

with a random sentence in the original text and441

(2) Oracle which calculates BLEU scores of the442

paraphrased sentence with the aligned text span.443

All detection methods effectively distinguish para-444

phrased text spans, with AUROC exceeding 0.95.445

Although the classification model performs better446

in detection, it falls short compared to regression447

models in predicting paraphrasing degree due to448

improper calibration (discussed in Section 5.1). In449

contrast, regression models demonstrate stronger450

alignment with the reference differences between451

original texts and paraphrases, both lexically and452

syntactically. In other words, regression models453

are more reliable indicators of the extent of differ-454

ence present in a paraphrased text span. Regression455

models with grammatical or syntax supervision ob-456

tain the best lexical and syntactic correlation. The457

classification model and lexical regression model458

obtain the best accuracy (FPR 1%), effectively iden-459

tifying paraphrases while maintaining a low false460

positive rate (1%). Overall, the aggregate regres-461

sion achieves the best in-distribution performance.462

463

Effects of Data Source and Paraphrasing464

Method. Consistent with the statistical results465

in Section 7, the data source (human-written or466

machine-generated) has minimal effect on detec-467

tion performance, as indicated by an AUROC score468

of 0.97 for both. In contrast, detecting context-469

aware paraphrases proves to be more challenging,470

achieving an AUROC score of 0.94 compared to471

0.98 for context-agnostic ones. The detection per-472

formance (lexical regression) on text from differ-473
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Figure 3: Detection performance (lexical regression)
on text from different domains and LLMs.

ent domains and LLMs is presented in Figure 3. 474

Paraphrased spans in technological news (TLDR) 475

or scientific writings (Sci_Gen) are comparatively 476

challenging to identify, followed by Wikipedia ar- 477

ticles (SQuAD). On the other hand, paraphrasing 478

texts produced by encoder-decoder LLMs (FLAN- 479

T5) or larger LLMs (OpenAI, LLaMA, and GLM) 480

pose significantly greater difficulties. 481

Effect of Number of Paraphrases. The impact 482

of the number of paraphrased sentences in a text is 483

illustrated in Figure 4. As depicted, the detection 484

difficulty decreases as the text span includes more 485

paraphrased sentences, as indicated by both AU- 486

ROC and accuracy. This could be attributed to the 487

fact that paraphrasing a longer text span (i.e., with 488

more sentences) can showcase more pronounced 489

paraphrasing styles, encompassing both lexical us- 490

age and syntax structure. Consequently, it exhibits 491

a more discernible contrast with its surrounding 492
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Figure 4: Detection performance (lexical regression)
w.r.t. the number of paraphrased sentences in a text.

context. In contrast, when only one sentence is493

paraphrased, especially if it is short, there are lim-494

ited features available for detection.495

8.2 Out-of-distribution Performance496

The lower part of Table 1 presents the out-of-497

distribution performance on the generalization test-498

set, which consists of paraphrased texts generated499

by novel LLMs. Despite a degradation in per-500

formance across all methods and metrics, they501

still achieve reasonably good results in terms of502

both paraphrase identification (ARUOC) and para-503

phrasing degree prediction (correlation). Similar to504

the in-distribution results, the classification model505

demonstrates the highest detection performance506

with an accuracy of 47.21%. Differently, the classi-507

fication and lexical regression model are substan-508

tially stronger than all other models for detecting509

paraphrases, with a much higher accuracy. In pre-510

dicting the degree of paraphrasing, the regression511

models perform better, particularly the aggregate512

regression model which achieves lexical and syn-513

tactic correlations of 0.66 and 0.70 respectively.514

We construct the generalization testset using vari-515

ous paraphrasing prompts (Appendix D). Empirical516

results demonstrate that the detector is resistant to517

prompt variance, with an AUROC exceeding 0.92518

across all prompts. The performance of lexical519

regression against prompt variance is shown in Ap-520

pendix G.521

9 Analysis522

In this section, we set the decision boundary to523

maintain an FPR of 1% on the validation set to524

accommodate various testsets across all analytic525

experiments and report detection accuracy.526

Effect of Surrounding Context. As discussed527

in Section 7, paraphrased texts exhibit strong writ-528

Model AUROC Accuracy (FPR 1%)

Classification 0.87(-0.10) 33.39%(-35.88%)
R-lexical 0.86(-0.11) 31.01%(-33.03%)

Table 2: Detection performance without considering
the surrounding context. “R” stands for “Regression”.

-10 0 10/-10 0 10
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Figure 5: Token perplexity around the boundary of the
paraphrased texts: two “0” denote the start and the end
of the paraphrased text span. The x-axis represents the
relative token position with respect to each boundary.

ing patterns different from the surrounding texts. 529

We conduct an ablation study on the effect of the 530

surrounding context, with results shown in Table 2. 531

The models in the table are trained merely on the 532

paraphrased sentences, without considering the sur- 533

rounding context. As shown, both classification 534

and regression (lexical) models suffer substantial 535

performance degradation when missing the context 536

information, with over 100% performance drop on 537

detection accuracy. To gain further insight, we an- 538

alyze perplexity variations across token positions 539

around the boundary of the paraphrased text span. 540

The results are presented in Figure 5, where we 541

observe perplexity impulses at both boundaries 542

of the paraphrased text span. Context-agnostic 543

paraphrases typically exhibit higher token perplex- 544

ity from the beginning of the paraphrase. While 545

context-aware paraphrases display lower token per- 546

plexity before reaching the end of the paraphrase, 547

they encounter a substantial increase in perplexity 548

afterwards. This indicates that paraphrased sen- 549

tences cannot perfectly integrate into the original 550

text, even if context is considered during paraphras- 551

ing. 552

Generalization to Multiple Paraphrased Text 553

Spans. Our training data only considers para- 554

phrasing one text span in a text. In many appli- 555

cation scenarios, users can paraphrase multiple 556

text spans. To this end, we construct an additional 557

testset where multiple text spans are paraphrased 558

7



Model AUROC Accuracy

Classification 0.96 67.68
R-lexical 0.93 66.30
R-grammtical 0.93 62.75
R-syntactic 0.93 53.11
R-aggregate 0.94 64.76

Table 3: Detection performance of generalization to
texts with multiple paraphrased text-spans.

Classification R-lexical R-grammatical R-syntactic R-aggregate
90

95

100

Ac
cu

ra
cy

Sentence Reordering Word Replacement

Figure 6: Detection robustness towards attacks by con-
structing misleading texts with minor modifications.

within each text. The testset consists of 500 ran-559

domly sampled in-distribution test instances. For560

each text, we randomly choose 2 to 5 non-adjacent561

text spans which consist of 1 to 3 sentences, and562

paraphrase these text spans using ChatGPT. The563

results are shown in Table 3. Although all detection564

methods experience a performance decline in terms565

of AUROC, they achieve a comparable detection566

accuracy, demonstrating the generalization ability567

to text with multiple paraphrased text spans. We568

present a case study of PTD in Appendix F.569

Robustness to Minor Text Modification. A de-570

sirable characteristic of a paraphrase detector, in571

addition to detection accuracy, is the ability to dis-572

tinguish texts with minor modifications from true573

paraphrases. We consider two types of minor mod-574

ifications: sentence reordering and word replace-575

ment. For sentence reordering, we utilize Dipper576

with maximum ordering control and minimum lex-577

ical control. For text replacement, we randomly578

mask 10% of the text and use T5-3B (Raffel et al.,579

2020) to fill in the masked blank. Data details580

can be referred to in Appendix H. We evaluate581

these modifications on the in-distribution testset582

by considering all minor-perturbed texts as "non-583

paraphrased". As shown in Figure 6, all methods584

rarely misidentify texts with word replacements585

as paraphrased, with nearly perfect prediction ac-586

curacy. In contrast, texts with sentential reorder-587

ing pose greater confusion and yield considerably588

lower accuracy. Notably, regression models incor-589

porating grammatical or syntax information exhibit590

more resistance to such confusions compared to591

the classification model which performs worst.592

Model HumanRec MachineRec AvgRec

Detector 88.78% 37.05% 62.92%

+ Defender 88.98 % 78.50% 83.74%

Table 4: AI-generated detection performance against
paraphrasing attacks with paraphrased text-span detec-
tion as a defense.

Defending AI-generation Detection. Previous 593

work (Krishna et al., 2023; Sadasivan et al., 2023) 594

has shown that paraphrasing attacks significantly 595

degrade AI-generation detection systems. We pro- 596

pose a two-stage detection method, which utilizes 597

paraphrased text span detectors as a pre-defense 598

mechanism to block out paraphrased texts and em- 599

ploys traditional AI-generation detectors if no para- 600

phrasing is detected. We calculate the text score 601

by averaging the predicted scores of all sentences 602

and evaluate the model on the paraphrasing attack 603

testset proposed by Li et al. (2023b). We use an 604

off-the-shelf AI-generation detector2 and employ 605

the aggregate regression model for defense. The 606

results are presented in Table 4, where it can be 607

observed that most machine-generated texts were 608

misclassified by the AI-generation detector due to 609

paraphrasing, resulting in low MachineRec (recall 610

on machine-generated texts). The paraphrasing 611

indicator successfully identifies most of the para- 612

phrased texts and significantly improves averaged 613

recall (AvgRec) scores while maintaining high re- 614

call scores on human texts (HumanRec). 615

10 Conclusion 616

In this work, we propose a detection framework, 617

paraphrased text span detection (PTD), which aims 618

to identify text spans paraphrased by AI, from a 619

long text. We built a dedicated dataset, PASTED, 620

based on which we train classification and regres- 621

sion models for PTD. Both in-distribution and out- 622

of-distribution results demonstrate that our meth- 623

ods can effectively detect paraphrased text spans. 624

Although classification models achieve better de- 625

tection accuracy, they fall behind regression mod- 626

els in predicting the paraphrasing degree. Statisti- 627

cal and model analysis showcases the importance 628

of the context surrounding the paraphrased text 629

spans for detection performance. Extensive experi- 630

ments demonstrate the generalization to paraphras- 631

ing prompt types and multiple paraphrased text 632

spans. 633

2https://github.com/yafuly/DeepfakeTextDetect
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Limitations634

Although we extensively experiment and analyze635

the implementation of our newly proposed task636

PTD using the newly established dataset PASTED,637

there are several limitations: (1) We consider both638

context-agnostic and context-aware paraphrasing639

using limited paraphrasers and prompts. Future640

work should focus on constructing more challeng-641

ing paraphrases. (2) We implement effective de-642

tection methods based on Longformer, but more643

advanced backbones like LLaMA can be explored.644

(3) To simulate real-life applications, we randomly645

paraphrase text spans in existing datasets. Future646

work should aim to construct more realistic data by647

involving crowdsourcing.648

Ethical Considerations649

We honor the Code of Ethics. No private data or650

non-public information is used in this work. We651

adhere to the terms of companies offering com-652

mercial LLM APIs and express our gratitude to all653

global collaborators for their assistance in utilizing654

these APIs.655
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Figure 7: Similarity score distribution of paraphrases
and non-paraphrases.

A Aligning Paraphrased Sentences849

We show a case where paraphrasing text involves850

sentence reordering and many-to-one sentence851

alignment in Figure 8. The detailed implemen-852

tation for aligning paraphrased sentences with their853

reference original sentences is presented in Algo-854

rithm 1. Our approach involves greedily traversing855

each paraphrased sentence and identifying a span856

of consecutive original sentences that share high857

semantic similarity. If no suitable span is found, we858

fallback to finding the most semantically similar859

original sentence. To determine a similarity thresh-860

old, we sample 1,000 instances where the number861

of sentences remains unchanged during paraphras-862

ing, where most cases exhibit trivial one-on-one863

alignment upon manual inspection. We compute864

the semantic similarity between all pairs of para-865

phrases and original sentences. Pairs with matching866

indices (e.g, 0 v.s. 0) are considered matched while867

others are unmatched (e.g, 0 v.s. 1 and 2). The868

distribution of similarities is depicted in Figure 7,869

suggesting that 0.75 is a promising threshold value.870

B Data Statistics871

The data statistics of PASTED dataset is presented872

in Table 5.873

C Data Sample874

We present several data samples in Table 6 and875

Table 7.876

D Prompt Design877

The prompt templates used for constructing the878

data set is shown in Figure 10.879

E Word Cloud of Paraphrases880

The word cloud of word distribution for original881

texts, context-agnostic paraphrases and context-882

aware paraphrases is shown in Figure 11.883

Algorithm 1 Paraphrase Alignment
Setup: n: number of paraphrased sentences

m: number of reference sentences
avg(L, i, j): calculate mean value of L[i,i+1,...j-1]

Input: mat: Similarity matrix between paraphrased sentences
and reference sentences, Rn×m

τ : threshold
1: {initializing}
2: A← ∅
3: i← 0
4: {align each paraphrased sentence individually.}
5: while i < n do
6: {get the similarity of the most similar reference sen-

tence}
7: Vmax ← mat[i].max()
8: if Vmax ≤ τ then
9: {if the max similarity is less than or equal to the

threshold, we just align the paraphrased sentence i
with the most similar reference.}

10: idx← argmax(mat[i])
11: A.add((i, (idx, idx+ 1)))
12: else
13: {If the maximum similarity exceeds the threshold,

we align paraphrased sentence i with the longest ref-
erence sentence span that has an average similarity
greater than the threshold.}

14: Wsize ← m
15: Flag ← 0
16: while Wsize ≥ 1 do
17: j ← 0
18: while j ≤ m−Wsize do
19: Vmean ← avg(mat[i], j, j +Wsize)
20: if Vmean > τ then
21: A.add((i, (j, j +Wsize)))
22: Flag ← 1
23: break
24: end if
25: j ← j + 1
26: end while
27: if Flag = 1 then
28: break
29: end if
30: Wsize ←Wsize − 1
31: end while
32: end if
33: i← i+ 1
34: end while
35: return A

F Case Study 884

We present several cases of paraphrased text span 885

detection (aggregate regression model) in Fig- 886

ure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14. 887

G Effect of Prompts 888

The effect of prompts for constructing paraphrases 889

is shown in Figure 9, where “CG” and “CW” are 890

abbreviations for “context-agnostic” and “context- 891

aware” respectively. 892
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𝒔𝟏: .... Use the word  "Abstract" as the title, in 12-point Times, boldface type, 
centered relative to the column, initially capitalized.
*******************************************************************
𝒔𝟐 : The abstract is to be in 10-point, single-spaced type.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟑 : Leave two blank lines after the Abstract, then begin the main text. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟒 : Look at previous CVPR abstracts to get a feel for style and length. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟓 : Abstracts longer than 6 pages will not be reviewed. Looking at previous 
CVPR abstracts (and a book on CVPR style), you should aim for about 250 words 
per page.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟔 : The main text should be in 10-point, single-spaced typeface. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟕 : All paragraphs should be separated by .375 lines. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟖 : Try to keep the main text to a maximum of 6 pages. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟗 : Try to avoid writing in a rushed manner.

*******************************************************************
𝒔𝟏𝟎 : Please do not include personal contact information in the abstract. You 
should not need to ask permission to use figures, diagrams, tables, etc…

𝒔𝟏: .... Use the word  "Abstract" as the title, in 12-point Times, boldface type, 
centered relative to the column, initially capitalized.
*******************************************************************
𝒔𝟐: After the abstract, leave two blank lines, and then begin the main text.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟑: The abstract is to be in 10-point Times, single-spaced. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟒: The main text is to be in 10-point Times, single-spaced. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟓: The paragraphs are to be separated by a space of 0.375 lines. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟔: According to the CVPR style guide, the abstract should be about 250 words per 
page. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟕: The main text should not exceed six pages. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
𝒔𝟖: The author should avoid writing in a hurry.

*******************************************************************
𝒔𝟗: Please do not include personal contact information in the abstract. You should 
not need to ask permission to use figures, diagrams, tables, etc…

Figure 8: A case of paraphrasing involving sentence reordering and many-to-one sentence alignment is presented.
The original text exhibits changes in the order of s2 and s3, as well as the order of s4s5 and s6s7, after paraphrasing.
In particular, the text span s4s5 in the original text aligns with s6 in the paraphrased text.

Data Source Human Machine All

Original Texts 6577/857/838 16082/2038/2081 22659/2895/2919

Context-agnostic Paraphrases (ChatGPT) 6577/857/838 16082/2038/2081 22659/2895/2919

Context-aware Paraphrases (Dipper) 6235/830/796 14477/1937/1868 20712/2767/2664

All 20712/2767/2664 46641/6013/6030 66030/8557/8502

Table 5: In-distribution data statistics. The number of train, validation and test set is delimited by “/”.

0.80 0.85 0.90 0.95
AUROC

CG-paraphrase
CG-polish

CW-paraphrase
CW-polish

CW-elaborate

Figure 9: Effect of prompt types on detection perfor-
mance (lexical regression). “CG” stands for “context-
agnostic” and “CW” stands for context-aware. Prompt
type instances can be referred to in Appendix D.

H Constructing Texts with Minor893

Modification894

For sentence reordering, we set the lexical control895

of Dipper to the lowest value (i.e., 20) and the or-896

der control value to the max (i.e., 100)3. For word897

replacement, we randomly mask 10% of the to-898

kens and use T5-3B model to fill in these blanks.899

We apply both methods on the in-distribution test-900

set. To ensure minimal modifications, we calculate901

a similarity score between the original and para-902

3Please refer to https://github.com/martiansideofthemoon/ai-
detection-paraphrases for details

phrased text. We then establish a threshold to ex- 903

clude paraphrases that significantly differ from the 904

original texts. We only retain paraphrases with 905

BLEU scores above 70 when compared with their 906

respective original texts. In this way, we construct 907

273 and 1,310 instances for sentence reordering 908

and word replacement, respectively. We show sev- 909

eral cases in Table 8. 910
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Raw Text 1 In great anticipation, we made our way from our hotel to the restaurant. We were there at 5:45 and had
no problems being seated right away. We had the 14 nam kao tod meat salad, garlic prawns, tom kha
gai soup and crispy duck on drunken noodles. It was a lot of food, enough for a doggie bag for later too.
To drink, Thai ice tea (creamy almost like an iced coffee) and a Thai Lime drink (refreshing but too
sweet, ask for less sugar). Total came to around 75.00 for the two of us. Now, I may be crucified for
this but, it wasn’t knock my socks off amazing. It was delicious, but I’ve been spoiled with Thai food
here in Toronto. We go to Express Thai on Dufferin which is owned and operated by a Thai family, and
I feel the flavours there are just as fresh and authentic as Lotus of Siam.

CG-Para. 1 In great anticipation, we made our way from our hotel to the restaurant. We were there at 5:45 and
had no problems being seated right away. We ordered various dishes including the 14 nam kao tod
meat salad, garlic prawns, tom kha gai soup, and crispy duck on drunken noodles. The portion sizes
were generous, so we even had leftovers for later. For our beverages, we had Thai ice tea, which had a
creamy texture similar to iced coffee, and a Thai Lime drink, which was refreshing but slightly too
sweet. The bill totaled around $75. While some might strongly disagree, I personally didn’t find the
food to be exceptionally outstanding. It was delicious, but I’ve been spoiled with Thai food here in
Toronto. We go to Express Thai on Dufferin which is owned and operated by a Thai family, and I feel
the flavours there are just as fresh and authentic as Lotus of Siam.

CA-Para. 1 In great anticipation, we made our way from our hotel to the restaurant. We were there at 5:45 and
had no problems being seated right away. We ordered the nam kao tod, a meat salad, garlic shrimp,
tom yam goong, and duck with drunken noodles. We also had a Thai iced tea and a lime juice, both of
which were very sweet. I’m afraid I’m going to be criticized for saying this, but the food wasn’t that
great. It was good, but not great. The bill came to about $70 for the two of us. It was delicious, but I’ve
been spoiled with Thai food here in Toronto. We go to Express Thai on Dufferin which is owned and
operated by a Thai family, and I feel the flavours there are just as fresh and authentic as Lotus of Siam.

Raw Text 2 My friend and I thought it would be fun to try Pub 1842 for a light lunch, considering all we do is eat
when we go to Vegas. I can’t lie, my friend has an obsession with buffets (MGM buffet is the best) but I
was trying to get her to eat something different and on the fancy side. In the middle of the MGM casino,
you’ll find this restaurant with a great atmosphere. They have a bar area as well, which is perfect for a
drink while you’re waiting for your table. We sat outside on the patio, which was nice because it was
bright and sunny outside. I had the lunch special which consisted of a mixed green salad with candied
walnuts, gorgonzola cheese, and dried cranberries. The salad was huge and I was only able to eat half
of it. The dressing was on the sweet side, I like mine to be a bit more tangy. The 1842 Burger is the
house specialty. I couldn’t resist because it had a fried egg on it, and anything with an egg is always a
good thing! The sweet potato fries were great! Crispy and perfect on the side. I had the funnel cake for
dessert, which was just okay. Not the best funnel cake I’ve had.

CG-Para. 2 My friend and I thought it would be fun to try Pub 1842 for a light lunch, considering all we do is
eat when we go to Vegas. Honestly, my friend is really obsessed with buffets (specifically the MGM
buffet), but I wanted to convince her to try something different and more upscale. Right in the middle
of the MGM casino, there’s this restaurant with a fantastic atmosphere. They even have a bar area,
which is perfect for enjoying a drink while waiting for your table. We decided to sit outside on the
patio, which was great because it was sunny and bright outdoors. For my meal, I opted for the lunch
special, which included a generous mixed green salad topped with candied walnuts, gorgonzola cheese,
and dried cranberries. The salad was enormous, and I could only manage to eat half of it. The dressing
was on the sweeter side, although I prefer mine to have a tangy kick. The house specialty here is the
1842 Burger. I couldn’t resist because it had a fried egg on it, and anything with an egg is always a
good thing! The sweet potato fries were great! Crispy and perfect on the side. I had the funnel cake for
dessert, which was just okay. Not the best funnel cake I’ve had.

CA-Para. 2 My friend and I thought it would be fun to try Pub 1842 for a light lunch, considering all we do is eat
when we go to Vegas. In the middle of the MGM Grand Casino, this restaurant has a great atmosphere
and a bar that is perfect for a drink while you wait for a table. I won’t lie, my friend is obsessed with
buffets (the MGM Grand buffet is the best), but I wanted to try something different and a little more
upscale. I ordered the salad special, which was a mixed green salad with candied walnuts, gorgonzola
cheese, and dried cranberries. It was so big I could only eat half of it. We sat outside on the patio,
which was nice because it was sunny. The 1842 burger is the specialty. The salad dressing was a little
too sweet for my taste. I couldn’t resist because it had a fried egg on it, and anything with an egg is
always a good thing! The sweet potato fries were great! Crispy and perfect on the side. I had the funnel
cake for dessert, which was just okay. Not the best funnel cake I’ve had.

Table 6: Data samples in PASTED, where “CG-Para.” stands for context-agnostic paraphrasing and “CW-Para.”
denotes context-aware paraphrasing.
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Raw Text 3 Make sure to read the manual and allow yourself a few hours to explore all the options. Once you’re
comfortable with one, train your fingers to type or swipe quicker. This is a must if you’re a power user.
You’ll get the most out of your smartphone by keeping it updated to the latest version of the software.
You may also notice an app or two that isn’t working properly. Simply uninstall it. Also keep a close
eye on your storage space. If you’re running out, you may need to delete some pictures, videos and
files. Your smartphone is so much more than a phone.

CG-Para. 3 Make sure to read the manual and allow yourself a few hours to explore all the options. Once you’re
comfortable with one, train your fingers to type or swipe quicker. If you regularly use your smartphone,
it is essential to keep it updated with the latest software version for optimal performance. Additionally,
you might come across a few malfunctioning apps, in which case, you can easily remove them. If you
regularly use your smartphone, it is Also keep a close eye on your storage space. If you’re running
out, you may need to delete some pictures, videos and files. Your smartphone is so much more than a
phone.

CA-Para. 3 Make sure to read the manual and allow yourself a few hours to explore all the options. Once you’re
comfortable with one, train your fingers to type or swipe quicker. You’ll also notice that some of the
apps aren’t working properly. If you’re a power user, you’ll want to keep your phone’s operating system
up to date. If an app isn’t working, just uninstall it. Also keep a close eye on your storage space. If
you’re running out, you may need to delete some pictures, videos and files. Your smartphone is so
much more than a phone.

Raw Text 4 Atticus does not want Jem and Scout to be present at Tom Robinson’s trial. No seat is available on
the main floor, so by invitation of Rev. Sykes, Jem, Scout, and Dill watch from the colored balcony.
Atticus establishes that the accusers - Mayella and her father, Bob Ewell, the town drunk - are lying. It
also becomes clear that the friendless Mayella made sexual advances toward Tom, and that her father
caught her and beat her. Despite significant evidence of Tom’s innocence, the jury convicts him. Jem’s
faith in justice becomes badly shaken, as is Atticus’, when the hapless Tom is shot and killed while
trying to escape from prison.

CG-Para. 4 Atticus does not want Jem and Scout to be present at Tom Robinson’s trial. No seat is available on the
main floor, so by invitation of Rev. Sykes, Jem, Scout, and Dill observe the events from the balcony
designated for the colored people. Atticus proves that Mayella and her father, Bob Ewell, who is known
as the town drunk, are not telling the truth. It also becomes evident that Mayella, who has no friends,
made sexual advances towards Tom, and her father discovered it and violently beat her. Although there
is substantial evidence to prove Tom’s innocence, the jury unfairly finds him guilty. Jem’s faith in
justice becomes badly shaken, as is Atticus’, when the hapless Tom is shot and killed while trying to
escape from prison.

CA-Para. 4 Atticus does not want Jem and Scout to be present at Tom Robinson’s trial. No seat is available on
the main floor, so by invitation of Rev. Sykes, Jem, Scout, and Dill are allowed to sit in the balcony.
Atticus proves that the accusers, Mayella and her father Bob Ewell, are lying. It also becomes clear
that Mayella, who has no friends, had been trying to seduce Tom, but her father had caught her and
beaten her. Tom Robinson is convicted, despite the overwhelming evidence of his innocence. Jem’s
faith in justice becomes badly shaken, as is Atticus’, when the hapless Tom is shot and killed while
trying to escape from prison.

Table 7: Data samples in PASTED, where “CG-Para.” stands for context-agnostic paraphrasing and “CW-Para.”
denotes context-aware paraphrasing.
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Prompt Type Train/Dev/Test Prompt Type OOD Testsets

Context-agnostic
Paraphrase

Paraphrase the following text:
[Insert text here]

Context-aware
Polish

Please polish and refine the following excerpt from a larger text, considering its original context. 
Include both the excerpt and the context below for reference: 

Excerpt: 
[Insert excerpt here] 
Context: 
[Provide surrounding text or context here] 
please response paraphrased excerpt as following format: 

Paraphrased Excerpt: 
############## 
[Paraphrased excerpt here] 
############## 

Prompt Type OOD Testsets

Context-agnostic
Paraphrase

Paraphrase the following text:
[Insert text here]

Context-agnostic
Polish

Polish and refine the following text:
[Insert text here]

Context-aware
Elaborate Paraphrase

Request for Paraphrasing Assistance: 
Objective: To obtain a paraphrased version of a specified text excerpt, ensuring adherence to the 
following critical requirements: 

1. Fidelity to Original Meaning: The paraphrased text must preserve the complete meaning of the 
original excerpt without deviation. 
2. Contextual Coherence: The paraphrase should maintain coherence and consistency with the overall 
context of the larger text from which the excerpt is derived. 
3. Sophistication in Language Use: The paraphrasing should be executed with a high degree of 
linguistic proficiency. The final text must be original enough to evade detection by AI-based 
paraphrasing tools and anti-fake algorithms. 

Please provide the following information for the paraphrasing task: 

Excerpt for Paraphrasing: 
[Insert excerpt here] 
Contextual Background: 
[Provide surrounding text or context here]

please response paraphrased excerpt as following format: 
Paraphrased Excerpt:
############## 
[Paraphrased excerpt here] 
##############

Context-aware
Paraphrase

Please paraphrase the following 
excerpt from a larger text, 
considering its original context. 
Include both the excerpt and the 
context below for reference: 

Excerpt: 
[Insert excerpt here] 
Context: 
[Provide surrounding text or context 
here] 

please response paraphrased excerpt 
as following format: 
Paraphrased Excerpt: 
############## 
[Paraphrased excerpt here] 
##############

Figure 10: Case illustration for 5 prompt types used in this paper. “Context-agnostic Paraphrase” is used for
constructing the in-distribution train and test set, while the other prompts types are used for constructing the
generalization testset.

Raw Context-agnostic Para. Context-aware Para.

Figure 11: Word clouds of original texts, context-agnostic paraphrases and context-aware paraphrases.
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Paraphrased Text

Benjamin Franklin Gates stepped into the chamber and looked around. Where most people saw various symbols of American
might and historical jurisprudence, he saw a multitude of hidden signals trying to communicate with him from every corner. "I
have come here today in search for information and I do not intend on leaving this room until you tell me everything that my
ancestors left behind were lies." He stated before speaking to his shadow. "That would be unwise, Your Highness. Even if they are
all lying, there is so much more we could learn about them by studying their words and deeds. Would your Majesty like an
example? 'Ours has been A New Day since 1776' was written atop each of our monuments as indicators of America's place among
civilized nations. However, it does not appear that any countries within the world have ever seen one such day nor will they see
another as long the people continue to live under tyranny!" Benjamin did not pay much attention to the man's argument. Instead,
he turned his gaze towards the deteriorating walls adorning the ceiling of the room. "So, what you're saying is that these
misleading revelations only serve to divert our attention away from real dangers? What specific danger am I currently confronted
with?" Isn't protecting ourselves against Islamic terrorism still important enough to care what someone else says?" He said looking
up at his shadow again. The shadow nodded reluctantly "The Crown Prince has always known that those who protect themselves
against conflict end up fighting even harder afterwards; thus, training through demonstrations alone serves only to cause
unnecessary suffering.My master knows this better then anyone, yet despite this knowledge he has continued to hold onto its
teachings with both hands preventing his subjects from learning anything beyond that which is taught in schools throughout his
kingdom. If we do not rebel against tyranny, we will either die or face an even worse fate. If you think that the only source of truth
is found within school books, then you should never pursue knowledge beyond that, Your Highness. You may think you're being
wise but the opposite is really happening. To truly understand who you are, it is essential to comprehend history. It is important to
acknowledge that despite challenges, in order to navigate the present, you must learn from past experiences and use them for
personal development. History shouldn't solely focus on war and triumphs; hardships and failures also pave the way for progress
and the emergence of new ideas. By remembering the courageous fights for freedom and justice, Americans have continuously
persevered, regardless of the number of attempts needed to achieve success. They accomplished this while dressed in patriotic
red, white, and blue stripes and proudly held flags adorned with stars! Isn't it amazing that all of these occurrences occurred within
your lifespan? That's great news, Your Highness.Now that you've had some extra time to reflect on the past let's discuss something
less serious shall we?"

Raw Text

Benjamin Franklin Gates stepped into the chamber and looked around. Where most people saw various symbols of American
might and historical jurisprudence, he saw a multitude of hidden signals trying to communicate with him from every corner. "I
have come here today in search for information and I do not intend on leaving this room until you tell me everything that my
ancestors left behind were lies." He stated before speaking to his shadow. "That would be unwise, Your Highness. Even if they are
all lying, there is so much more we could learn about them by studying their words and deeds. Would your Majesty like an
example? 'Ours has been A New Day since 1776' was written atop each of our monuments as indicators of America's place among
civilized nations. However, it does not appear that any countries within the world have ever seen one such day nor will they see
another as long the people continue to live under tyranny!" Benjamin didn't give much thought to the man's point but instead
looked down at the crumbling walls decorating the chambers ceiling. "You mean these false revelations serve no purpose other
than distract us when faced with true threats? What kind of threat am I facing now? Isn't protecting ourselves against Islamic
terrorism still important enough to care what someone else says?" He said looking up at his shadow again. The shadow nodded
reluctantly "The Crown Prince has always known that those who protect themselves against conflict end up fighting even harder
afterwards; thus, training through demonstrations alone serves only to cause unnecessary suffering.My master knows this better
then anyone, yet despite this knowledge he has continued to hold onto its teachings with both hands preventing his subjects from
learning anything beyond that which is taught in schools throughout his kingdom. We must revolt or perish along side...or
perhaps worse in the fight against tyranny. If you believe that truth leads nowhere else to lead then you should never seek out
knowledge outside of school books, Your Highness. You may think you're being wise but the opposite is really happening. Only by
understanding history can you begin to understand yourself; therefore know this: Come what may, in order to survive your time
requires you to embrace the lessons learned as part of personal growth rather than avoiding facts because they make things
difficult right now. This is also why history doesn't need to concern itself solely with warfare and victories - struggles and defeats
often allow progress to take root making possible new ideas to flourish once gone forgotten. As long as we remember, Americans
fought courageously in defence of liberty and justice regardless of how many times it took us to achieve victory! They did this
while wearing red, white blue stripes and carrying flags decorated with stars! Do you realize that all of these events happened
during your lifetime? ! That's great news, Your Highness.Now that you've had some extra time to reflect on the past let's discuss
something less serious shall we?"

Figure 12: A case study of paraphrased text span detection. The upper part presents the paraphrased text while the
lower part denotes the original text. The red underlined text represents the paraphrased text spans, and the orange
background indicates model predictions. Darker colors indicate a higher degree of paraphrasing. The text in the
blue background represents the original text span before paraphrasing.
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Paraphrased Text

I hope that one of the airports I often visit will have a good Mexican eatery. But that is impossible. Short and sweet: Good: The
steak quesadilla was alright. The tacos were delicious, however, the staff lacked friendliness and helpfulness. I plan to visit this
place again in the future! So far I've had great experiences at this establishment and hope they keep up the good work. I really
enjoy the shrimp burrito bowl the most. But what I'm most thankful for is that my son took me here for his first date with Kaylee.
Actually, he wants to come back again because he really loves it, sweetheart! Finding a fresh dining option can occasionally
become exasperating. We aim to explore unique restaurants each time we visit our place of origin. It wasn't until recently when
after visiting two other places across town where neither had any food options that met my standards that we decided to come
back again to Hickory Hill Brewery Restaurant Tasting Room which serves amazing food from start to finish and it's all made right
there by talented chefscooks who make each dish unique using only locally sourced ingredients. What makes their food truly
extraordinary? If you're expecting a typical American menu with items like burgers and chicken wings, you might be surprised.
Instead, the menu showcases exceptional main course options, including seafood dishes like lobster bisque, avocado scallops, and
lobster roll with creamy mashed potatoes. You'll also find tender steaks served with various pasta sauces, chili con carne, and mac
'n' cheese. One dish that stood out to us was the Brought Down My Baby Chicken Wings—truly delectable. Ordering dessert or
drinks is not necessary, as even children can enjoy them while parents relax and enjoy some quality time together without the rush
of service or hungry mouths waiting outside the dining room. Food wise no complaints whatsoever! Was let down however when I
called to express concern over how long it took to order a ground beef sandwich due to me demanding to speak to someone
immediately rather then having to wait till 5:30pm to tell a random server "I called earlier." Not being used to sitting around
waiting we requested a table by the window but upon arriving didn't see anyone except maybe 3 people seated next to us giving
off a vibe like we're pretty much alone in the place..

Raw Text

So I wish one of these airports I frequent would have a nice mexican restaurant. But that is impossible. Short and sweet: Good: The
steak quesadilla was alright. The tacos were good, but the servers just weren't very friendly or helpful. I will be returning to this
location in the future as well! So far I've had great experiences at this establishment and hope they keep up the good work. My
favorite items are the shrimp burrito bowl, for sure! More than anything else though, I'm glad my son brought me here on his first
date with Kaylee. In fact, he's planning another trip because he loves it so much baby girl! Trying to find something new to eat out
can get frustrating sometimes.We try to go somewhere different every time we visit our hometown. It wasn't until recently when
after visiting two other places across town where neither had any food options that met my standards that we decided to come
back again to Hickory Hill Brewery Restaurant Tasting Room which serves amazing food from start to finish and it's all made right
there by talented chefscooks who make each dish unique using only locally sourced ingredients. What makes their food truly
extraordinary? It's not quite what you should expect if you're expecting a standard American menu featuring burgers,
cheeseburgers and chicken wings (although those might also appear on an occasional night), instead you'll experience cooking
techniques such as: The entire menu features outstanding main course choices including seafood dishes like lobster bisque,
avocado scallops and lobster roll with creamy mashed potatoes along with tender steaks served over pasta sauces, chili con carne,
mac n cheese and more. We found Brought Down My Baby Chicken Wings the best wing recipe we've ever tried - they're
absolutely delicious!. Ordering dessert andor drinks really isn't needed, even kids enjoy them while parents sit down and hangout
together enjoying some time away from home without needing to worry about rushed service or unsatisfied hungry mouths
waiting patiently outside the dining room. Food wise no complaints whatsoever! Was let down however when I called to express
concern over how long it took to order a ground beef sandwich due to me demanding to speak to someone immediately rather
then having to wait till 5:30pm to tell a random server "I called earlier." Not being used to sitting around waiting we requested a
table by the window but upon arriving didn't see anyone except maybe 3 people seated next to us giving off a vibe like we're
pretty much alone in the place..

Figure 13: A case study of paraphrased text span detection. The upper part presents the paraphrased text while the
lower part denotes the original text. The red underlined text represents the paraphrased text spans, and the orange
background indicates model predictions. Darker colors indicate a higher degree of paraphrasing. The text in the
blue background represents the original text span before paraphrasing.
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Paraphrased Text

I am a local and went to Buddy V's for the first time. I was very unimpressed with the overall meal. The service was incredibly poor.
Once we sat down they were exceptionally rude, having been served by the dude who had shoved his hands into the table
causing him to jump up and down like he couldn't even use any of his own wine glasses at all thanks to his drunk stupidity (is that
weird?) Then there wasn't much conversation so we left without saying anything because they were too busy taking pictures. After
we finished our meal, the waiter insisted on contacting us immediately. When we asked why, we suggested that the waiter simply
inform us it was time to leave instead. They explained that Buddy V, who is considered a local, should have better English skills
than us. We promptly returned to the restaurant but were clueless about the situation until we witnessed Buddy V discussing the
benefits of us surrendering control to him in his establishment. Despite this, the food was amazing. Later, the waiter came out and
informed us that Buddy V had inquired about our satisfaction, but also mentioned that we should not eat since Buddy V lacked
money and supplies. Nevertheless, we will definitely treat Buddy V to dinner the next time we visit. And next time Buddy V gives
Buddy V dinner please implement a rule where you don't touch our food TRULY! : Buddy V is already dead set against eating our
food! He said eating snacks makes him feel as bad as eating pizza! He also tried to make Buddy V snack for his friends once
before they got together!!!!!!!!!! It goes both ways!!! Good luck Buddy V!!!! ;D Louise

Raw Text

I am a local and went to Buddy V's for the first time. I was very unimpressed with the overall meal. The service was incredibly poor.
Once we sat down they were exceptionally rude, having been served by the dude who had shoved his hands into the table
causing him to jump up and down like he couldn't even use any of his own wine glasses at all thanks to his drunk stupidity (is that
weird?) Then there wasn't much conversation so we left without saying anything because they were too busy taking pictures.
When we finished eating, the waiter insisted on calling us back immediately after. After asking what happened we asked why the
waiter didn't just tell us it was our turn to leave instead and they explained that Buddy V is our "local" which meant he needed to
speak English better than us! We arrived right away but we had no idea what was happening until we saw Buddy V talking about
how much better life would be if we gave him free reign over us in his restaurant!!! The food was awesome though!! The waiter
came out and told us Buddy V asked if everything was okay, then proceeded to tell us we should not eat since Buddy V doesn't
have money or supplies!!!! We will definitely get Buddy V dinner again next time around! ! And next time Buddy V gives Buddy V
dinner please implement a rule where you don't touch our food TRULY! : Buddy V is already dead set against eating our food! He
said eating snacks makes him feel as bad as eating pizza! He also tried to make Buddy V snack for his friends once before they got
together!!!!!!!!!! It goes both ways!!! Good luck Buddy V!!!! ;D Louise

Figure 14: A case study of paraphrased text span detection. The upper part presents the paraphrased text while the
lower part denotes the original text. The red underlined text represents the paraphrased text spans, and the orange
background indicates model predictions. Darker colors indicate a higher degree of paraphrasing. The text in the
blue background represents the original text span before paraphrasing.
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Sentence Reordering

Raw Text 1 It felt good to know that his efforts were appreciated. At the end of the week, Paul was exhausted but
satisfied.

Paraphrase 1 At the end of the week, Paul was exhausted, but satisfied. It felt good to know that his efforts were
appreciated.

Raw Text 2 Its happened a few times, like some gas leak in some town and it instructed for people to be indoors and
shut all the windows. Signal intrusion has happened before as someone already posted. But encryption
makes that all but impossible today. You would either need some serious ability to break encryption or
infiltrate multiple tv providers to pull it off.

Paraphrase 2 Signal intrusion has happened before as someone already posted. But encryption makes that all but
impossible today. You would either need some serious ability to break encryption or infiltrate multiple
TV broadcasters to pull it off. It’s happened a few times, like some gas leak in some town and it
instructed for people to be indoors and shut all the windows.

Raw Text 3 Keep the toes of your forward foot pointing upwards. To choose which leg to bend, try both out and
see which one feels most comfortable to you. Determine how far apart the legs should be when sitting
on a chair or stool: If they are together, then position yourself so that your heels touch.

Paraphrase 3 Determine how far apart the legs should be when sitting on a chair or a stool: if they are together, then
position yourself so that your heels touch. Keep the toes of the front foot pointing upwards. To choose
which leg to bend, try both legs and see which one is more comfortable to you.

Word Replacement

Raw Text 4 Among those arrested were six suspects in Italy, four in Britain, and three in Norway. Police say some
of the suspects may have travelled to Syria or Iraq. Italy’s Ansa Six suspected Ansar al-Sharia fighters
were arrested in Italy, Britain, Pakistan, Norway, Scotland and Germany, bringing the total to 18. Police
say they have arrested a further 22 people on suspicion of involvement in terrorism.

Paraphrase 4 Among those arrested were six suspects in the United States, four in Britain, and three in Norway.
Police say some of the suspects may have travelled to Syria or Iraq. Italy’s Ansa Six suspected Jaish
al-Sharia fighters were arrested in Italy, Britain, Pakistan, Norway, France and Germany, bringing
and the total to 181. Police say they have arrested a further 22 people on suspicion of involvement in
terrorism.

Raw Text 5 Soviet Union. Russia was a state of the Soviet Union. It technically took the Germans a while to reach
Russia after they invaded.

Paraphrase 5 Soviet Union. Russia was a state of the Soviet Union. It also took the Germans a while to conquer
Russia after they invaded.

Table 8: Case illustration of two types of minor modifications: sentence reordering and word replacement.
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